
Sunglasses Screen Glass for iPhone 12 Mini
SKU: TEVISIP12S

Mirror-effect, multi-tone protective glass for iPhone 12 Mini

The Sunglasses screen glass is an innovative screen protector that protects from bumps and scratches and has a unique
mirrored and multi-tone effect just like the lenses of the most fashionable sunglasses. Give your  iPhone 12 Mini the perfect
accessory to make it stand out in the crowd.

The patented polarization process allows this protector to maintain its reflective colour even when the device is not operating,
that is when switched off or on stand by. As soon as the device is switched on or operated however, the glass will become 
transparent so the display is visible.

This protector, which is very easy to affix to your device, is made from tempered glass and fully protects your iPhone 12 Mini
display. The 9H hardness rating certifies the durability of the product: even the corners of the glass have been designed to be
especially resistant.

Features:

Evisionglass™ patented polarisation process
Mirror-effect and multi-tone
Material: tempered glass
Bump and scratch resistant
Easy to affix



Sunglasses Screen Glass for iPhone 12 Mini
SKU: TEVISIP12S

Technical data
Color: silver  
EAN: 8018417309465  
SKU: TEVISIP12S  
Weight: 15 g  
Material: Glass/Silicone  
Finishing/Feature: Mirror effect  
Included accessories: wet cleaning wipe, dry cleaning wipe  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 15 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 90 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 54 g  
Width Inner: 90 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 430 mm  
Height Inner: 200 mm  
Weight Inner: 360 g  
Width Master: 380 mm  
Amount Master: 96  
Height Master: 210 mm  
Weight Master: 6100 g  
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